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Abstract

As the web becomes the platform of choice for execution

of more complex applications, a growing portion of com-

putation is handed off by developers to the client side to

reduce network traffic and improve application responsive-

ness. Therefore, the client-side component, often written in

JavaScript, is becoming larger and more compute-intensive,

increasing the demand for high performance JavaScript ex-

ecution. This has led to many recent efforts to improve the

performance of JavaScript engines in the web browsers. Fur-

thermore, considering the wide-spread deployment of multi-

cores in today’s computing systems, exploiting parallelism in

these applications is a promising approach to meet their per-

formance requirement. However, JavaScript has tradition-

ally been treated as a sequential language with no support

for multithreading, limiting its potential to make use of the

extra computing power in multicore systems. In this work,

to exploit hardware concurrency while retaining traditional

sequential programming model, we develop ParaScript, an

automatic runtime parallelization system for JavaScript ap-

plications on the client’s browser. First, we propose an opti-

mistic runtime scheme for identifying parallelizable regions,

generating the parallel code on-the-fly, and speculatively ex-

ecuting it. Second, we introduce an ultra-lightweight soft-

ware speculation mechanism to manage parallel execution.

This speculation engine consists of a selective checkpoint-

ing scheme and a novel runtime dependence detection mech-

anism based on reference counting and range-based array

conflict detection. Our system is able to achieve an average

of 2.18x speedup over the Firefox browser using 8 threads on

commodity multi-core systems, while performing all required

analyses and conflict detection dynamically at runtime.

1 Introduction

JavaScript was developed at Netscape in the early 1990’s

under the name Mocha to provide enhanced user interfaces

and dynamic content on websites. It was released as a part

of Netscape Navigator 2.0 in 1996, and since then it has

become standard with more than 95% of web surfers us-

ing browsers with enabled JavaScript capabilities. Dynam-

ically downloaded JavaScript programs combine a rich and

responsive client-side experience with centralized access to

shared data and services provided by data centers. The uses

of JavaScript range from simple scripts utilized for creat-

ing menus on a web page to sophisticated applications that

consist of many thousands of lines of code executing in the

user’s browser. Some of the most visible applications, such

as Gmail and Facebook, enjoy widespread use by millions of

users. Other applications, such as image editing applications

and games, are also becoming more commonplace due to the

ease of software distribution.

As the complexity of these applications grows, the need

for higher performance will be essential. However, poor per-

formance is the biggest problem with JavaScript. Figure 1

presents the performance of an image edge detection algo-

rithm implemented in a variety of programming languages

on an Intel Core i7 processor. Not surprisingly, the C imple-

mentation is the fastest. Following are the C++ implementa-

tion with 2.8x slowdown and the Java version with 6.4x slow-

down. The default JavaScript implementation is 50x slower

than the C implementation. The performance gap occurs be-

cause JavaScript is a dynamically typed language and is tra-

ditionally executed using bytecode interpretation. Interpreta-

tion makes JavaScript execution much slower in comparison

to the native code generated for statically typed languages

such as C or C++. Using the trace-based optimizer in Fire-

fox, TraceMonkey [15], that identifies hot execution traces in

the code and compiles them into native code, the JavaScript

execution is brought down in line with the Java implementa-

tion which is still 6.9x slower.

Bridging this performance gap requires an understand-

ing of the characteristics of JavaScript programs themselves.

However, there is disagreement in the community about the

forms of JavaScript applications that will dominate and thus

the best strategy for optimizing performance. JSMeter [25]

characterizes the behavior of JavaScript applications from

commercial websites and argues that long-running loops and

functions with many repeated bytecode instructions are un-
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Figure 1: Performance of JavaScript, compared to C, C++ and Java.

common. Rather, they are mostly event-driven with many

thousands of events being handled based on user preferences.

We term this class of applications as interaction-intensive.

While this characterization reflects the current dominance

of applications such as Gmail and Facebook, it may not re-

flect the future. More recently, Richards et al. [27] performed

similar analyses on a fairly large number of commercial web-

sites and concluded that in many websites, execution time is,

in fact, dominated by hot loops, but less so than Java and

C/C++. Furthermore, an emerging class of online games and

client-side image editing applications are becoming more

and more popular. There are already successful examples of

image editing applications written in ActionScript for Adobe

Flash available at http://www.photoshop.com. There

are also many efforts in developing online games and gam-

ing engines in JavaScript [1, 6]. These applications are dom-

inated by frequently executed loops and functions, and are

termed compute-intensive.

The main obstacle preventing wider adoption of

JavaScript for compute-intensive applications is historical

performance deficiencies. These applications must be dis-

tributed as native binaries because consumers would not ac-

cept excessively poor performance. A circular dependence

has developedwhere poor performance discourages develop-

ers from using JavaScript for compute-intensive applications,

but there is little need to improve JavaScript performance be-

cause it is not used for heavy computation. This circular de-

pendence is being broken through the development of new

dynamic compilers for JavaScript. Mozilla Firefox’s Trace-

Monkey [15] and Google Chrome’s V8 [2] are two examples

of such efforts. While these engines address a large portion

of inefficiencies in JavaScript execution, they do not provide

solutions to scale performance.

With multicore architectures becoming the standard for

desktop and server markets, and on the near-term road map

for smart phones, it is apparent that parallelism must be ex-

ploited in JavaScript applications to sustain their ever in-

creasing performance requirements. However, these appli-

cations are generally single-threaded because the language

and run-time system provide little concurrency support. The

primary problem is that the document object model (DOM),

used by JavaScript to interact with web pages and browser

state, does not have a model for shared access. So, for exam-

ple, since JavaScript has no internal locking mechanism, two

threads may invoke multiple event handlers that change the

same DOM object and create either race conditions or cor-

rectness bugs. Considering this limitation, developing paral-

lel JavaScript applications manually, would be cumbersome

and error-prone.

To exploit hardware concurrency, while retaining the

traditional sequential programming model, this paper fo-

cuses on dynamic parallelization of compute-intensive

JavaScript applications. Our parallelization technique, called

ParaScript, performs automatic speculative parallelization of

loops and generates multiple threads to concurrently execute

iterations in these applications. A novel and low-cost soft-

ware speculation system detects misspeculations occurred

during parallel execution and rolls back the browser state to

a previously correct checkpoint. Our techniques are built on

top of the TraceMonkey engine [15], thus we retain the ben-

efits of trace-based optimizations.

While speculative loop parallelization has an extensive

body of prior work [11, 13, 21, 24, 29, 30, 35], the key

new challenge here is performing parallelization efficiently

at runtime, while ensuring correct execution through runtime

speculation without any extra hardware support. Recent ef-

forts for speculative parallelization of C/C++ applications on

commodity hardware ([21, 24, 30]) make extensive use of

static analysis along with static code instrumentation with

speculation constructs. Straight-forward application of these

static parallelization techniques is ineffective for a number

of reasons including the inability to perform whole program

analysis, and expensive memory dependence analysis and

profiling at runtime. In addition, without effective use of

static analysis, considerable overhead of per-access logging

and commit time operations involved in software specula-

tion systems such as software transactional memories [8, 19],

makes immediate use of these systems impractical in a dy-

namic setting. Previous proposals for dynamic paralleliza-

tion [13] are also not suitable for our target due to high de-

pendency on expensive extra hardware support. In this work,

we show that practical speedups can be achieved on com-

modity multi-core hardware with effective runtime analysis

and efficient speculation management.

In particular, the main contributions of this work are:

• An optimistic, yet effective technique for automatically

identifying parallelizable loops dynamically at runtime

and a code generation scheme to create the parallelized

version of the JavaScript application.

• An ultra-lightweight software speculation system con-

sisting of selective checkpointing of the system state

and a novel runtime dependence detection mechanism

based on conflict detection using reference counting and

range-based checks for arrays.
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Figure 2: Static parallelization flow.

2 Dynamic Parallelization Challenges

There is a long history of static techniques for automatic

and speculative parallelization of scientific and general pur-

pose applications. A typical static parallelization framework

is depicted in Figure 2. This framework uses memory depen-

dence analysis (pointer analysis), memory access profiling

and data flow analysis to find candidate loops for paralleliza-

tion, after which generates the parallel code. This code is

later run speculatively on the target system using a software

or hardware memory speculation mechanism.

Static frameworks are usually optimized to achieve the

best runtime performance by employing complex and often

time-consuming compile-time analysis. However, in a highly

dynamic setting like that of JavaScript execution, where the

code is run via interpretation or dynamic just-in-time (JIT)

compilation on the client’s browser, applying these analyses

at compilation time would be too expensive and will offset all

potential parallelization benefits. It might even lead to slow-

down in some cases. For instance, [16] recently proposed a

static JavaScript pointer analysis for security purposes. They

show that their analysis takes about 3 seconds to complete

on a set of JavaScript programs with an average of 200 lines

of code. While being an effective and fairly fast analysis for

offline purposes, if the analysis were to be used at runtime,

it could become quite prohibitive even for programs of that

size, let alone larger applications that consist of hundreds of

lines of code [27]. In addition to compiler analysis, the over-

head of runtime memory profiling would be unacceptable –

the work in [20] reported 100x to 500x increase in the execu-

tion time as a result of performing static memory profiling on

C/C++ applications. Therefore, with the exception of simple

data flow analysis and code generation (both of which are

already done at runtime in JavaScript engines), a dynamic

parallelization framework can not afford to utilize any of the

static compile time steps in Figure 2.

Furthermore, by targeting commodity systems, an effi-

cient and low-cost software speculation mechanism is re-

quired. Traditional software speculation mechanisms (e.g.

STMs) focus on flexibility and scalability to support a wide

variety of speculative execution scenarios and thereby in-

crease the runtime by 2-5x [12]. Large overheads of mem-

ory operation instrumentation along with expensive checking

mechanisms are two main sources of overhead. Recent pro-
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Figure 3: ParaScript dynamic parallelization flow.

posals [21, 24, 30] introduce customized speculation systems

for parallelization of C/C++ applications. However, as was

reported in [21], without the aid of static memory analysis

and profiling, their overhead could go up to 4x compared to

sequential as well.

With these challenges in mind, we approach dynamic par-

allelization of JavaScript applications by proposing the fol-

lowing techniques:

Light-weight dynamic analysis: Limited information is

carefully collected early on at runtime, based on which initial

parallelization decisions are made. A low-cost and effective

initial assessment is designed to provide optimistic, yet sur-

prisingly accurate decisions to the speculation engine. Loops

that require complicated transformations, high-cost runtime

considerations or have high misspeculation risk are not cho-

sen to be parallelized.

Low-cost customized speculation mechanism: A lean

and efficient software speculation mechanism is proposed,

which is highly customized for providing loop-level specu-

lation support in JavaScript programs. A low-cost conflict

detection mechanism is introduced based on tracking scalar

array access ranges and reporting conflict if two threads ac-

cess overlapping ranges. Parallelism-inhibiting heap refer-

ences are also detected at runtime to guarantee correct ex-

ecution. A reference counting scheme is introduced to de-

tect potential conflicts in arrays of objects. Finally, an effi-

cient checkpointing mechanism is also designed that is spe-

cialized for the JavaScript runtime setting. Two checkpoint-

ing optimizations, selective variable checkpointing and array

clone elimination, are introduced to further reduce specula-

tion overhead.

3 Dynamic Analysis and Code Generation

In this work, we propose a dynamic mechanism, called

ParaScript, for exploiting parallelism in JavaScript applica-

tions. Figure 3 shows the ParaScript execution flow at run-

time. It first selects candidate hot loops for parallelization.

Subsequently, in the dependence assessment step, using a

mixture of data flow analysis and runtime tests, it detects im-

mediately identifiable cross-iteration memory dependences

during the execution of the first several loop iterations. In

case of no immediate memory dependence, ParaScript dy-

namically generates a speculatively parallel version of the



loop and inserts necessary checkpointing and conflict detec-

tion constructs. The detailed process of instrumentation with

these constructs as well as their implementation is presented

in Section 4.

The runtime system continues by executing the parallel

loop speculatively. In case a cross-iteration dependence is

found, the parallel loop is aborted, the system reverts back

to the previous correct checkpoint and runs the loop sequen-

tially. The failed loop is also blacklisted to avoid paralleliza-

tion in further loop invocations in the same run. Furthermore,

a cookie is stored in the browser’s cache to blacklist the loop

in future application executions as well.

To keep the framework and speculation rollback overhead

low, only loops whose number of iterations is known at run-

time (DOALL-counted, e.g. for loops) are considered for

dynamic speculative parallelization. Implementing a general

framework similar to [35] which handles DOALL-uncounted

loops (e.g. while loops) needs a more elaborate framework

and more frequent checkpointing, imposing negative impact

on our goal of having a low-cost near-certain speculation and

infrequent checkpointing mechanism.

Loops that contain document object model (DOM) in-

teractions, HTTP request functions and several JavaScript

constructs such as the eval keyword, Function object

constructor, and setTimeout and setInterval keywords

are not parallelized. Parallelizing loops with DOM interac-

tions requires locking mechanisms on DOM elements inside

the browser and also a heavy-weight checkpointing mecha-

nism to take snapshots of DOM state at various times. The

eval keyword, Function constructor, setTimeout and

setInterval take strings as arguments and execute them

like normal JavaScript code at runtime. The problem with

using these constructs is that they introduce new code at run-

time and the compiler has no access to the string contents

and thereby, no analysis can be done on it before execution.

In the following subsections, ParaScript stages are explained

in more detail.

3.1 Dynamic Parallel Loop Selection

Loop selection process essentially consists of two steps:

detecting hot loops and performing initial analyses to deter-

mine parallelization potential. During runtime, after a loop

execution is detected, it is marked as hot if it passes the initial

selection heuristic. This runtime heuristic takes into account

iteration count and number of instructions per iteration. In

nested loops, if the outer loop’s number of iterations is higher

than a threshold, it is given the priority for being marked as

hot by the system. Therefore, even if an inner loop is detected

as hot, the system holds off on passing it to the next stage un-

til a decision about the outer loop is made. However, if the

outer loop turns out not to be hot or fails the dependence as-

sessment, the inner loop is marked as hot. This mechanism

is based on the intuitive assumption that parallelizing outer

loops is always more beneficial and avoids premature paral-

lelization of inner loops.

After a hot loop is detected, the system proceeds with the

initial dynamic dependence assessment. There have been re-

cent proposals for static pointer analysis in JavaScript [16].

There are also array analysis techniques such as the Omega

Test [23] which could be employed for analyzing JavaScript

code. However, due to the tight performance and respon-

siveness constraints on JavaScript execution, the overhead of

using these traditional static analysis techniques at runtime

in ParaScript is quite prohibitive. In order to compensate

for lack of static information and prior memory profiles, sev-

eral tests are performed during the dependence assessment

stage at runtime, in addition to the simple data flow analysis.

Analysis is categorized based on four variable types: scalars,

objects, scalar arrays and object arrays.

Scalars: Figure 4(a) shows an example of a loop with var-

ious forms of scalar dependences. ParaScript avoids paral-

lelizing loops that contain any cross-iteration scalar depen-

dences other than reduction and temporary variables. Using

basic data flow analysis (with use-def chains), all instances

of cross-iteration scalar dependences can be found [33].

One example of such dependence is variable y in Fig-

ure 4(a) which is both a live-in and is written inside the

loop. Reduction variables such as accumulator (w in Fig-

ure 4(a)) and min/max variables are also instances of such

dependences and can be found by simple pattern matching

on the code. Furthermore, global temporary variables that

are used inside each iteration and do not carry values past

the iteration scopes are also identified (variable z in the ex-

ample). A scalar which is used in the loop, but is not live-in

belongs to the mentioned temporary variable category. These

variables can be safely privatized, allowing the loop itera-

tions to be executed in parallel. Scalar dependences caused

by temporary locals are ignored, because they will automati-

cally become private to each parallel thread.

Object references: Since JavaScript has no pointer arith-

metic, objects can also be dealt with using data flow analysis.

Figure 4(b) is an example of a loop with object dependences.

Initially, statically resolvable object field accesses are identi-

fied and resolved. In JavaScript, object properties and meth-

ods can be accessed both using the “.” operation and also by

passing the field name as string to the object name as in line

3 of the code in Figure 4(b). In this example, propName is

a constant string and can be resolved using a local constant

propagation analysis [33] and converted to an access using

the “.” operation (z.field1 = ...;).

After this initial step, data flow analysis is used to find

cross-iteration dependences caused by object references.

Similar to scalars, a live-in reference which has been writ-

ten inside the loop is an example of such dependences

(y.field1 in 4(b)). Likewise, global temporary objects



1: … = y;

2: z = …;

3: … = x;

4: … = z;

5: y = …;

6: w+= 2;

var x,y,z,w = 0;

(a) Scalar dependences

1: … = y.field1;

2: … = w.field2;

3: z[propName] = …;

4: … = x;

5: … = z.field1;

6: w.field1 = …;

7: y.field1 = …;

8: t = t.next;

var x,y,z,w,t = new myObj();

var propName = ‘field1’;

(b) Object dependences

1: a[i+x] = a[i+y];

2: … = d[i]; 

3: c[i] = b[i];

4: a[i] = b[i-x];

5: d[i] = …;

6: e[i] = …;

var a,b,c,d,e = new Array(); 

[arrays of scalars]

?

?

!

!

(c) Scalar array dependences

1: a[i+x] = a[i+y];

2: … = d[i]; 

3: c[i] = b[i];

4: a[i] = b[i-x];

5: d[i] = …;

6: f[i].field++;

7: e[i] = …;

8: f[i] = z;

var a,b,c,d,e,f = new Array(); 

[arrays of Objects]

var z = new myObj(); 

?

?
!

!

!

!

(d) Object array dependences

Figure 4: Examples of dependence instances in various variable categories. Solid and dashed arrows depict control flow and data flow

edges respectively. Question marks on dashed arrows show possible data flow dependences. Check-marks show operations that are safe for

parallelization, while cross-marked operations are the ones that hinder parallelisms. Both of these operation categories are identified by the

simple JIT-time data flow analysis with DU chains. Exclamation marks are instances of possible cross iteration dependences that could not

be figured out at JIT-time. Final safety decisions on these are deferred to further runtime analysis and speculation (Section 4).

are also handled by privatization (z.field1). Furthermore,

this analysis successfully finds instances of parallelism-

inhibiting linked list or tree operations in the loop (e.g. vari-

able t) and avoids loop selection.

Scalar arrays: Many cross-iteration dependences in scalar

arrays can also be identified using data flow analysis. Array

d in Figure 4(c) is an example of these cases. However, the

data flow analysis can not determine the self-dependence on

operation 1 and also the dependence between operations 4

and 1. In order to make parallelization decisions in these

cases, we introduce an initial dependence assessment along

with a set of range-based runtime checks. During the ini-

tial assessment, a copy of the loop code is made and all ar-

ray accesses are instrumented in this copy to record accessed

element indexes during each iteration in a dependence log.

After a few iterations, these logs are checked to detect any

immediate cross iteration array dependences. If no depen-

dences are found, the system optimistically assumes that the

loop is DOALL and selects it for parallelization. However,

since this decision is based on only a few iterations, it might

be wrong. ParaScript uses a range-based checking mecha-

nism to detect possible conflicts at runtime. More details

about this mechanism is discussed in Section 4.2.

Object arrays: Dynamic analysis for arrays of objects is

more challenging. Similar to scalar arrays, data flow analysis

can determine dependences caused by the array as a whole

(assuming all elements point to the same location). For in-

stance, array d in the example of Figure 4(d) causes a cross

iteration dependence which can be identified by data flow

analysis. Assuming that object z is loop-invariant, data flow

analysis can also find the cross-iteration dependence caused

through the assignment of z to elements of array f.

In addition to the data flow edges in Figure 4(d), any

two array pairs in the loop can be dependent on each other

through referencing to the same object during execution.

Therefore, if there are writes to array elements inside the

loop and the data flow analysis does not detect dependences,

ParaScript optimistically assumes that the loop is paralleliz-

able and employs a novel runtime mechanism to ensure cor-

rectness. During the checkpointing stage, before parallel

loop execution, this runtime technique which is based on ob-

ject reference counting is applied to object arrays to avoid

indirect writes to the same object through individual array

element writes in different parallel threads. This mechanism

which is explained in more detail in Section 4.1, is effective

in dynamic resolution of dependences that might be caused

by arrays a, c and e in Figure 4(d).

As we explained in this section, ParaScript is able to

make optimistic parallelization decisions using only a single

data flow analysis pass, while deferring complete correctness

checks to the runtime speculation engine.

3.2 Parallel Code Generation

After the loop is chosen to be parallelized, the parallel

loop’s bytecode is generated according to the template in

Figure 5. The chunk size determines the number of itera-

tions after which speculative loop segments are checked for

any possible conflicts and its value is determined based on

the number of threads, total number of iterations and itera-

tion size. A barrier is inserted at the end of each chunk and

is released when all threads are done with their chunk execu-

tion after which the conflict checking routine(Section 4.2) is

invoked. In order to minimize the checkpointing overhead, a

single checkpoint (Section 4.4) is taken at the beginning of

the parallelized loop, and if any of the conflict checks fail,

the loop is executed sequentially from the beginning.



IE = min(IS+CS*SS,n);

for (i=IS;i<IE;i+=SS)

// original loop code

conflictcheck();

chunkbarrier()

IS+=CS * TC * SS;

P
a

ra
ll

e
l 

Lo
o

p

Loop Barrier

Reduc!on variable expansion

Condi!onal live-out aggrega!on

Take checkpoint -- Spawn threads

Figure 5: Dynamic code generation template (CS: chunk size, IS:

iteration start, IE: iteration end, SS: step size, TC: thread count).

4 Ultra-lightweight Speculation Support

In this section, we introduce our approach for misspecula-

tion detection, checkpointing and recovery. Furthermore, we

describe two optimizations to further lower the checkpoint-

ing overhead. Figure 6(a) shows an example target loop for

parallelization. Using a traditional speculation mechanism

such as an STM for speculative parallelization (Figure 6(b))

requires the code generator to instrument all memory ac-

cesses with the corresponding speculative versions – TXLOAD

and TXSTORE – and enclose loop chunks with TXBEGIN

and TXCOMMIT. Replacing all memory accesses with transac-

tional versions causes the runtime to spend substantial time

tracking each individual memory access. Furthermore, at

commit time, considerable overhead is incurred for locking

target memory locations and performing consistency checks

with reads. These overheads are the main reasons that STM

systems usually incur up to 5x slow down over sequential

versions of applications [12].

However, in ParaScript, the data flow analysis done at JIT

time, obviates the need for speculation on scalar values and

individual object variables. Furthermore, a reference count-

ing based analysis is performed during checkpointing on the

object arrays, while a minimal set of operations consisting

mostly of array index comparisons is added to each array

access to enable range-based dependence checking. These

techniques are detailed in the following subsections.

4.1 Conflict Detection Using Reference Counting

As mentioned in Section 3.1, manipulating object arrays

inside the loop potentially creates dependence cases that are

not resolvable using simple data-flow analysis. For example,

if the same object reference is assigned to two different array

elements, since those elements might be written to during

different iterations of the loop, the loop has potential cross

iteration dependences, and can not be parallelized.

In order to identify these cases, we employ a technique

1: a[i+x] = a[i+y];

2: … = b[i-x];

3: c[i] = b[i];

4: d[i] = …;

(a) Original Loop.

TXBEGIN

1: TXLOAD(a[i+y]) 

TXSTORE(a[i+y]);

2: TXLOAD(b[i-x]);

3: TXLOAD(b[i]);

TXSTORE(c[i]);

4: TXSTORE(d[i]);

TXCOMMIT

TXLOAD()

Check WrSet for RAW deps

Check writes by other TXs

Load from mem

Store Addr to RdSet

TXSTORE()

Store Addr & Data to WrSet

TXCOMMIT()

Lock WrSet

Validate RdSet

Writeback WrSet

Release locks

(b) Speculative parallelization using a traditional STM.

1: a[i+x] = a[i+y];

UpdateWrRangeLog(a,i+x);

UpdateRdRangeLog(a,i+y);

2: … = b[i-x];

3: c[i] = b[i];

UpdateWrRangeLog(c,i);

4: e[i] = …;

UpdateWrRangeLog(d,i);

During checkpointing,

RefCount(a,b,c,d)

UpdateXXRangeLog(A,idx)

if (idx>XXMaxIdxA)

(XXMaxIdxA=idx);

If (idx<XXMinIdxA)

(XXMinIdxA=idx);

(c) Speculative parallelization using ParaScript.

Figure 6: Extra steps needed at runtime for speculation support

for loop parallelization in a traditional STM (TL2 [14]) and in

ParaScript.

similar to what reference counting garbage collectors use. At

runtime, a header is added to all objects involved with loop

arrays. This header, which is only used during array check-

pointing, includes a reference count and entries for storing

array IDs (e.g. starting address). The checkpointing mech-

anism already goes through all live-in array elements and

stores them in the state checkpoint (Section 4.4). During this

process which happens before starting parallel loop execu-

tion, if an array element refers to an object, the object’s ref-

erence count and array ID entries are queried. If it had been

referenced by the same array before, the system will know

that there are two elements in the same array that refer to the

same object, and thereby, the loop is disqualified from the

parallelization process.

If the object has been referred to by another array and

any elements of the two arrays are dependent through def-

use chains, the loop is disqualified as well (this condition

might disqualify loops that are actually parallelizable, but in

order to eliminate the need for more in-depth and expensive

speculation, this pessimistic assumption is made to ensure

correct execution in all cases).



Function Description new Min new Max

pop() Remove last array element oldMin oldArray.length()

push() Add elements to end of array oldMin oldArray.length() + 1

reverse() Reverse array elements 0 oldArray.length()

shift() Remove first array element 0 oldArray.length()

sort() Sorts array elements 0 oldArray.length()

splice(i, n, element1,...,elementN) Removes n and/or add N elements from position i min(oldMin,i) max(oldMax, i+N, i+n)

unshift(element1,...,elementN) Add N elements to beginning of array 0 oldArray.length + N

Table 1: JavaScript Array manipulation functions’ effect on minimum and maximum access index values. oldArray.length() is the

length of the array before applying the function. Likewise, oldMin and oldMax are old values of minimum and maximum read and write

access index values.

If, according to the header, the object has no array element

references so far, the reference count is incremented and the

array’s starting address is added to array ID list in the object

header. If all object arrays in the loop pass this reference

counting phase, parallel loop execution is started and range-

based checks as described next are applied to the arrays.

4.2 Conflict Detection Using Range-based Checks

A mechanism is needed to detect cross-iteration conflicts

for scalar arrays and for object arrays that have passed the

reference counting checks. In order to avoid instrument-

ing every array access with speculative operations, a range-

based dependence checking is employed. In this method,

during the speculative loop execution, each array main-

tains four local variables called rdMinIndex, rdMaxIndex,

wrMinIndex, and wrMaxIndex. These values keep track of

the minimum and maximum read and write indexes for the

array. During parallel code generation, at each array read or

write access, necessary comparisons are inserted in the byte-

code to update these values if needed. After several iterations

of the loop, accessed array references and their minimum

and maximum access index values are written to the array

write and read sets (arrayWrSet and arrayRdSet) in the

memory. Each thread of execution maintains its own array

read and write sets. The number of iterations after which

write and read sets are updated is determined based on a run-

time heuristic depending on the number of arrays in the loop,

number of array accesses and the difference between mini-

mum and maximum accessed index values. As was shown in

Figure 5, after a predefined number of iterations, all threads

stop at a barrier and the conflict checking routine checks the

read and write access ranges of each array in each thread

against write access ranges of the same array in all other

threads. If any conflict is found, the state is rolled back to

the previous checkpoint and the loop is run sequentially.

One downside of this mechanism for array conflict check-

ing is that strided accesses to arrays are always detected as

conflicts. However, this is a minor cost compared to the large

overhead reduction as a result of efficient range-based con-

flict detection in other cases.

4.3 Instrumenting Array Functions

As mentioned before, all array read and write accesses

have to be instrumented for updating minimum and maxi-

mum access index values. In addition to normal array ac-

cess using indexes, JavaScript provides a wide range of ar-

ray manipulation functionswhich are implemented inside the

JavaScript engine and read or write various points in arrays.

In order to correctly capture their effect, their uses in the

JavaScript application are also instrumented. Table 1 shows

these functions and their effect on min/max access index val-

ues.

In JavaScript, it is possible to add custom functions to

built-in object types such as Array, String or Object us-

ing the prototype keyword inside the program source code.

These custom functions are able to change values or proper-

ties of their respective object. This could pose complications

in determining the values of minimum and maximum access

index values. Therefore, any additional properties of func-

tions added by the prototype keyword are detected and in-

strumented to correctly update access index values.

4.4 Checkpointing and Recovery

At any point during runtime, the global object contains

references to all application objects in the global names-

pace. Inside the JavaScript source code, the global object

can always be accessed using the this keyword in the global

scope and is equivalent to the window object in web pages.

Pointers to local objects, variables and function arguments

reside in the corresponding function’s call object, and can be

accessed from within the engine.

Checkpointing: When a checkpoint is needed in the global

scope, only a global checkpoint is taken, whereas in case the

checkpoint request is issued inside a function, both global

and local checkpoints need to be taken. The stack and frame

pointers are also checkpointed in the latter case. While go-

ing through variable references in the global or local names-

pace, they are cloned and stored in the heap. Since there

will be no references to these checkpoints from within the

JavaScript application, the garbage collector needs to be

asked explicitly not to touch them until the next checkpoint is

taken. During checkpointing, to ensure proper roll-back, ob-



jects are deep-copied. However, based on a runtime thresh-

old, ParaScript stops the deep-copying process and avoids

parallelizing the loop if checkpointing becomes too expen-

sive. Although a function’s source code can be changed at

runtime in JavaScript, since ParaScript avoids parallelizing

loops containing code injection constructs, the checkpoint-

ing mechanism does not need to clone the source code. All

other function properties are cloned.

Recovery: In case of a rollback request, the checkpoint is

used to revert back to the original state and the execution

starts from the original checkpointing location. Similar to

checkpointing, recovery is also done at two levels of global

and local namespaces. Due to complications of handling dif-

ferent stack frames at runtime, cross-function speculation is

not supported. This means that speculative code segments

should start and end in the global scope or the same function

scope (obviously, different functions could be called and re-

turned in between). During local recovery, stack and frame

pointers are over-written by the checkpointed values. This

makes sure that when an exception happens in the specula-

tive segment and the exception handler is called from within

some child functions, if a rollback is triggered, the stack and

frame pointers have the correct values after recovery.

4.5 Checkpointing Optimizations

Using the speculation mechanism inside the ParaScript

framework provides several optimization opportunities to

further reduce the checkpointing overhead.

Selective variable cloning: The original checkpointing

mechanism takes checkpoints of the whole global or local

state at any given time. However, in ParaScript, only a check-

point of variables written during speculative code segment

execution is needed. In the selective variable cloning opti-

mization, these written variables are identified using the data

flow information. If any variable is passed as an argument

to a function, the function’s data flow information is used to

track down the variable accesses and determine if there are

any writes to that variable. This information is passed to the

checkpointing mechanism, and a selective rather than a full

variable cloning is performed.

Array clone elimination: In some applications, there are

large arrays holding return values from calls to functions im-

plemented inside the browser. One example of these func-

tions is getImageData from the canvas HTML5 element

implementation inside the browser. This function returns

some information about the image inside the canvas ele-

ment. Since speculative code segments in ParaScript do not

change anything inside DOM, the original image remains

intact during the speculative execution. Therefore, instead

of cloning the array containing the image data information,

ParaScript calls the original function again with the same in-

put at rollback time (e.g. getImageData is called again on

the same image).

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup

ParaScript is implemented in Mozilla Firefox’s JavaScript

engine, SpiderMonkey [4] distributed with Firefox 3.7a1pre.

All experiments are done with the tracing optimization [15]

enabled. The proposed techniques in the paper are evaluated

on the SunSpider [5] benchmark suite and a set of filters from

the Pixastic JavaScript Image processing Library [3].

SunSpider has 26 JavaScript programs. All these were

run through the ParaScript engine and 11 were found to ben-

efit from parallelization. Lack of parallelization opportuni-

ties in the rest of them, however, was found early on in the

dependence assessment stage (Section 3) without any notice-

able performance overhead (an average of 2% slow down due

to the initial analysis across the 15 excluded benchmarks).

From these 11 parallelizable benchmarks, three bitops

benchmarks do not perform useful tasks and are only in the

suite to benchmark bitwise operations performance. There-

fore, they are also excluded from the final results (These 3

benchmarks gained an average of 2.93x speedup on 8 threads

after running through ParaScript).

The Pixastic library has 28 filters and effects, out of which

the 11 most compute-intensive filters were selected. The rest

of the filters perform simple tasks such as inverting colors, so

their loops did not even pass the initial loop selection heuris-

tic based on the loop size. Out of the 11 selected filters,

3 benchmarks (namely blur, mosaic and pointilize)

were detected by ParaScript to be not parallelizable, due

to cross iteration array dependence between all iterations

in blur, and DOM accesses inside loops in mosaic and

pointilize. All benchmarks were run 10 times, and the

average execution time is reported. The target platform is an

8-processor system with 2 Intel Xeon Quad-core processors,

running Ubuntu 9.10.

5.2 Parallelism Potential and Speculation Cost

Figure 7 shows the fraction of sequential execution time

selected by ParaScript for parallelization in our subset of the

SunSpider and Pixastic suites. These ratios show the upper

bound on parallelization benefits. In the image processing

benchmarks, a high fraction of sequential execution outside

parallelized loops is spent in the getImageData function

implementation inside the browser. This function takes the

image inside an HTML canvas element as the input and

returns a 2D array containing the RGB and alpha value in-

formation for all pixels in the image. The function’s imple-

mentation inside the Firefox browser mainly consists of a

DOALL loop that walks over all pixels in the image. We ex-

ploited this parallelization opportunity and hand-parallelized

this DOALL loop inside the browser. The effect of this par-

allelization is discussed in the next subsection.
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Figure 7: Parallelization coverage as ratio of parallelizable code

runtime to total sequential program execution.
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Figure 8: Speculation and checkpointing overhead as a fraction of

total sequential program execution.

Checkpointing and speculation overheads are presented in

Figure 8. This study has been done on single-threaded ver-

sions of the applications. The experiments are set up such

that the sequential program is passed through the ParaScript

system and parallelization and speculation constructs re-

quired for proper execution of the parallelized version are

inserted into the sequential benchmark. The benchmark is

then executed with one thread. The overhead is measured af-

ter applying both optimizations in Section 4.5. Array clone

elimination proved to be quite effective in Pixastic bench-

marks, due to cloning elimination in the return array of the

getImageData function. The only overhead missing in

these bars is the checking overhead at the end of each par-

allel chunk. Due to the efficient storage of accessed array

ranges, this checking overhead turned out to be negligible in

the experiments. On average, checkpointing and speculation

overhead is around 17% of the sequential execution runtime

of the whole application. The main reasons for this low over-

head are accurate dependence prediction, light-weight array

access instrumentation, efficient conflict checking mecha-

nism due to the use of array access bound checks instead of

individual element checks, and the proposed optimizations

on checkpointing. Furthermore, due to the high prediction

success rate of the parallelization assessment step, ParaScript

is able to take checkpoints only once at the beginning of the

loop, which in turn lowers the overhead.

5.3 Results

Figure 9 shows performance improvements as a result of

speculative parallelization using the ParaScript framework,

across subsets of SunSpider suite and the Pixastic image pro-

cessing applications. The Y-axis shows the speedup versus

sequential. These performance numbers include all over-

heads from the JIT compilation time analysis, runtime anal-

ysis and runtime speculation. The black line on top of each

bar presents the effect of replacing our light-weight specula-

tion mechanism with hardware speculation support such as a

hardware transactional memory system. Speculation costs of

such a hardware system is assumed to be zero.

Overall, across the subset of SunSpider benchmarks, the

experiments show and average of 1.51x, 2.14x and 2.55x im-

provement over sequential for 2, 4 and 8 threads of execu-

tion (Figure 9(a)) 1. In case of using hardware speculation

support, the speedups would have increased to an average of

1.66x, 2.27x and 2.72x over sequential for 2, 4 and 8 threads.

Figure 9(b) presents the results for Pixastic applications.

The lower part of each bar shows the performance improve-

ment as a result of speculatively parallelizing the application

itself. The top part of each bar is the extra performance im-

provement gained by parallelizing the getImageData func-

tion inside the browser with the same number of threads as

the parallelized application. Finally, the black line on top

of each bar shows the performance improvement, assum-

ing hardware speculation support. On average, speedups of

1.29x, 1.43x, and 1.55x are gained after parallelization for

2, 4, and 8 threads of execution. Additional speedups of

14%, 23%, and 27% are gained after parallelizing the Firefox

implementation of the getImageData function which in-

creases the performance improvement to an average of 1.43x,

1.66x, and 1.82x respectively. Using hardware speculation

support, speedups go upto 1.58x, 1.79x and 1.92x for 2, 4

and 8 threads.

5.4 Discussion

In SunSpider benchmarks (Figure 9(a)), access-nbody,

access-nsieve and string-base64 do not show much

scaling past 2 threads. The reason is that the parallelized

loops in these benchmarks are unbalanced and the final run-

times are always bounded by the longest running iteration,

irrespective of the number of threads used for parallelization.

Comparatively low overall speedup in raytrace (1.65x for

8 threads) is due to the low coverage (less than 60%) of par-

allelizable loops.

The loop selection mechanism discovered many loops

with cross-iteration dependences in these programs and

avoided parallelizing them, so the abort rate was zero in al-

most all the benchmarks. The only case of abort was from an

inner loop in 3d-raytrace, which contributed to less than 5%

1Average speedup for all 26 SunSpider benchmarks is 1.69x for 8

threads.
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Figure 9: ParaScript performance improvement over sequential for 2, 4 and 8 threads. Black lines on top of the graphs show the performance

of a system with hardware support for speculation (e.g. HTM).

of the total execution time.

In Pixastic applications, other than the inherent paral-

lelization limitation due to relatively low coverage of par-

allelizable sections (an average of 60% coverage), the large

ratio of memory to computation operations in these bench-

marks is a limiting factor to their parallelism potential. This

causes the program to become limited by the memory system

latency rather than the amount of computation.

The negative effect of this factor has the most impact on

the sepia benchmark where it causes slowdown rather than

speedup for 4 and 8 threads. Each iteration in the inner

loop of this benchmark has 3 multiply operations, 7 adds,

and 6 memory operations. This causes the program to be

quite memory intensive and therefore be bound by the per-

formance of the memory system. Although the computations

and memory requests are parallelized in the 4 and 8 threaded

versions, the program is sequentialized at the memory system

bus, waiting for its memory requests to be serviced and re-

turned. Based on this observation, the loop selection heuris-

tic was updated to account for the memory to computation

operation ratio whenmaking parallelization decision to avoid

such slowdowns.

The same effect limits the performance improvements

from parallelizing the getImageData function inside the

browser. Although, this function can be parallelized with-

out any speculation, the innermost loop has 8 memory op-

erations versus 8 add, 3 multiply and 3 division operations.

Therefore, becoming sequential at the memory system bus

has negative impacts on the parallelization gains of this func-

tion as well.

6 Related Work

There is a long history of work in the area of paralleliz-

ing sequential C/C++ applications. Hydra [17] and Stam-

pede [29] are two of the first efforts in the area of general

purpose program parallelization. The authors in [35] pro-

posed compiler transformations to extract more loop level

parallelism from sequential programs. Speculative decou-

pled software pipelining [31] is another approach that fo-

cuses on extracting parallelism from loops with cross iter-

ation dependences. All these works use static analysis and

profiling for parallelization and assume hardware speculation

support, while in this work, we do not rely on any static anal-

ysis and we perform the speculation completely in software.



There have been previous proposals for dynamic paral-

lelization techniques. The JPRM system [13] focuses on

dynamic parallelization of Java applications, but it is de-

pendent on complex and costly hardware support for online

memory profiling that does not exist in commodity proces-

sor systems. The LRPD test [26], performs speculative dy-

namic parallelization of Fortran applications. This frame-

work is dependent on static analysis and transformation of

loops, and runtime checkpointing and speculative execution.

In this work, no static analysis is done on the code and

the code is generated on the fly. Furthermore, LRPD’s ar-

ray dependence testing is based on tracking individual array

accesses, while ParaScript only tracks array bounds which

significantly reduces tracking and checking overheads. The

work in [10] employs range tests based on static symbolic

analysis, whereas ParaScript performs these tests dynami-

cally and at a lower cost at runtime. The Ninja project [9]

uses array reference comparison for linear arrays, which does

not cover arrays of objects or arrays of arrays. Their tests

on higher order arrays involves introducing a custom array

package and changing the source code.

Authors in [34] and [32] investigate dynamic paralleliza-

tion of binary executables. They use binary rewriting

to transform sequential to parallel code. However, [32]

while exploiting slice-based parallelization, assumes hard-

ware speculation and hardware parallel slice support which

do not exist in current systems. The work in [34] only per-

forms control speculation and does not speculate on data.

Therefore, after identifying the parallel loop, they have to

perform data dependence analysis to prove lack of cross iter-

ation memory dependence, which would be quite costly. Fur-

thermore, none of these dynamic parallelization techniques

work on dynamic languages such as JavaScript.

There is a significant amount of previous efforts in the

area of memory speculation. Harris et al. go through a de-

tailed survey of different transactional memory techniques in

[18]. In particular, Shavit et al. proposed the first implemen-

tation of software transactional memory in [28]. The authors

in [19, 8] proposed a lock-based approach where write locks

are acquired when an address is written. Also, they maintain

a read set which needs to be validated before commit. Our

speculation mechanism is not a full-featured software trans-

actional memory. ParaScript introduces a customized specu-

lation system which is tailored towards efficient speculative

loop level parallelism in JavaScript. By excluding many fea-

tures required by general-purpose TMmodels, speculation in

ParaScript has become highly lean and efficient.

Due to the lack of concurrency support in the JavaScript

language, there have not been many previous efforts for ex-

ploiting multicore systems to improve the execution perfor-

mance of client-side web applications. There has been a re-

cent proposal to add a limited form of concurrency called

web workers to the language. There are already standard-

ization efforts being undertaken on this proposal [7] and al-

most all major browsers are starting to support these con-

structs. However, due to separate memory spaces among the

workers, the only means of communication between them

is through message passing, which makes developing multi-

threaded applications very difficult. Crom [22], is a recent

effort in employing speculative execution to accelerate web

browsing. Crom runs speculative versions of event handlers

based on user behavior speculation in a shadow context of the

browser, and if the user generates a speculated-upon event,

the pre-computed result and the shadow context are com-

mitted to the main browser context. Crom exploits a differ-

ent parallelization layer and is orthogonal to our work. One

could use both approaches at the same time to enjoy paral-

lelization benefits at multiple levels.

7 Conclusion

JavaScript is the dominant language in the client-side web

application domain due to its flexibility, ease of prototyping,

and portability. Furthermore, as larger and more applica-

tions are deployed on the web, more computation is moved

to the client side to reduce network traffic and provide the

user with a more responsive browsing experience. However,

JavaScript engines fall short of providing required perfor-

mance when it comes to large and compute-intensive appli-

cations. At the same time, multicore systems are the standard

computing platform in the laptop and desktop markets and

are making their way into cell phones. Therefore, in addition

to the efforts underway by browser developers to improve en-

gines’ performance, parallel execution of JavaScript applica-

tions is inevitable to sustain required performance in the web

application market. In this work, we proposed ParaScript, a

fully dynamic parallelizing engine along with a highly cus-

tomized software speculation engine to automatically exploit

speculative loop level parallelism in client-side web applica-

tions. We show that our technique can efficiently identify

and exploit implicit parallelism in JavaScript applications.

The prototype parallelization system achieves an average of

2.55x speedup on a subset of the SunSpider benchmark suite

and 1.82x speedup a set of image processing filters, using 8

threads on a commodity multi-core system.
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